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Paediatric Eco mask range
The lightest and most comfortable masks available

Quality, innovation and choice
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Intersurgical totally redesign the paediatric 
oxygen & aerosol mask 
The lightest and most comfortable masks available

Every aspect of the design has been addressed, achieving 
unparalleled levels of comfort and fit. Not only comfortable 
for the patient but also comfortable for the environment. 

The elimination of PVC from the masks has dramatically 
lowered their environmental impact.

Features and benefits

Incurved nose seal 
improving the fit 
and eliminating the need 
for a separate nose clip. 
Designed to prevent 
oxygen or aerosolized 
drugs entering the 
patient’s eyes

Soft face seal 
for improved 
patient comfort

Offers a choice 
of “under chin” or 
“on-chin” positions 
provides a better fit 
on a wider range of 
patient face shapes

The shape 
and position of 
the exhalation 
ports have 
been designed 
to minimise 
the amount of 
rebreathed  
carbon dioxide

The material forming the body 
of the mask is clear, permitting 
visualisation of the patient’s nose 
and lips. It is also rigid enough
to maintain the mask’s shape 
during transportation and use

Lightweight, 
50% lighter than 
PVC equivalent

Greener 63% 
reduction in 
environmental 
impact

Code Description Box qty

1190015 Paediatric Eco oxygen mask 50

1196015 Paediatric Eco oxygen mask with tube 50

1454015 Cirrus2 paediatric Eco mask kit & tube 36

1198015 Paediatric Eco aerosol mask 42

1138015 Paediatric Silente Eco mask kit 40

Completely PVC free options

1454010 Cirrus2 paediatric Eco mask kit with non-PVC tube

1196010 Paediatric Eco oxygen mask kit with non-PVC tube

Ordering information


